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Overview

1. Case History: the Great Authentication Fatigue and its consequences

2. Why most usable security research is misguided

3. Can alternatives work – e.g. FedID?

4. Outline of a new design approach

1. Divide and conquer: different solutions for different contexts

2. Smarter technology, thought-through implementation



How it all began …

1996: Usability study to 

explain password security 

(with Anne Adams)

Published in 1999: “Users 

Are Not the Enemy”

Also 1999: Whitten & Tygar 

“Why Johnny can’t encrypt”

Started research in usable 

security

Adams & Sasse CACM 1999



The experts didn’t see the problem

 Nielsen (2000) said that biometrics are highly usable and would replace passwords.

 Schneier (2000) and Gates (2004) predicted that passwords would become obsolete.



Instead, today ….

People have more passwords. 

Longer ones.

With more restrictions.

They write down, store, re-use and re-cycle 

passwords across accounts and devices, and share 

them with others.

They have to create and recall back-up credentials to 

re-set passwords. 

And solve a CAPTCHA (the anti-usability devil 

incarnate) before they even get to the re-set ...



Allendoerfer & Pai (2005): Human Factors Considerations for Passwords and Other User 

Identification Techniques. US DOT/FAA/CT- 05/20



The burden of authentication – consequences

1. Immediate impact: productivity loss

2. Support costs

3. Security vulnerabilities

4. Creating/reinforcing negative attitude to security

What are the longer-term implications? 

Insights from  study for NIST, and studies in corporate environments
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Results 

 Frequency: On average, employees authenticated 23 times/day (ranging from 4 to 40)

 Failure rate: 529 authentication events, there were 49 problems (9.3%) 

 Most common causes of these problems were:

– Mistyped passwords (49%)

– Wrong passwords used (14%)

– Unknown cause (14%)

– Forgotten usernames (4%)

 Most authentication events caused mild-moderate frustration
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Key insights

 Authentication is a significant drain on productivity

– not just the time spent, but disruptiveness on primary task

– the more complex the authentication task, the higher the cost of task-switching
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Examples of productivity effects

“For the email, when I was at home, if I don't do 

anything on the Web page for five minutes or 10 

minutes, it will log me out automatically. Which that 

can get frustrating because then I have to close the 

browser, open it up again, use the RSA key, hope I 

get it right the first time. And I can do that 15 or 20 

times throughout the day. And a lot of times I'm just 

so tired of re-logging in, I'll just stop checking my 

email. I might do it once every three or four hours 

instead of every 20 minutes.”
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“… there are lots of things that harm productivity, 

such as the inconvenience associated with working 

from home. I would probably do more work from 

home if there weren't so many security issues 

associated with that.”



Authentication as a 

‘wall of disruption’ 



The Authentication Hate List

1. Repeated authentication to the same system (e.g. because of 15 min time-outs)
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“Well, I think that if I just logged in, then it should be able to understand that I just logged in and 

not ask me for the password again. […] That's too much, because you shouldn't have to do 

extra work to authenticate. Because yeah, it can just pick up what you do.”
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Authentication Hate List

1. Repeated authentication to the same system (e.g. because of 15 min time-outs)

2. Authenticating to infrequently used systems

– Difficulty to recall previous password

– Password could have expired in the meantime

– Resetting a password is not easy

3. Creating a valid password (different rules for each system)
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http://humourspot.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/Sorry-but-your-password-

must-contain....jpgcontent/uploads

http://humourspot.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/Sorry-but-your-password-must-contain....jpg


Authentication Hate List

4. Managing a large number of different credentials 

– Different policies means user strategies for creating & recalling pws don’t work

– Which credentials to use for which system 

5. Use of RSA tokens

– “It's this extra, again, effortful stuff. I have to dig around in my bag and get the RSA ID 

token out and then set it on my laptop and then type out the number, make sure that you're 

not typing it right before changes or as it's changing or whatever.”
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Employees’ coping strategies

1. Batching and planning of activities to limit the number of logins

2. Storing passwords or writing them down
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 Glossy brochure of UK railway 

company … complete with passwords 

on whiteboard 



Employees’ coping strategies

1. Batching and planning of activities to limit the number of logins

2. Storing passwords or writing them down

3. Resetting passwords to the same one

4. Creating passwords to be memorable

5. Creating passwords that are easy to type on mobile devices
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Maladaptive coping strategies

 Giving up devices: 

“If I had a company laptop I would have to log in twice, once when you turn it on because the hard 

drive's encrypted, and then again to actually get into Windows or the operating system. […] So I never 

wanted a company laptop for that reason. I don't want to have to log in more times than I need to.”

 So many employees stop taking laptop when travelling – or give it back altogether
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Maladaptive coping strategies

“I have research collaborations with people in other institutions, but it is just extremely difficult to share 

files with them, to transfer software you're writing, and that sort of thing. To me, the way that security 

impacts work is not that I waste a few seconds typing in a password, but it is these things that you just 

can't do because of the limitations of security policy. […] I can think of cases when I have thought it 

would be really nice to include some person at another university on a software development project, 

but then I realize it is going to be such a tremendous pain to organize that.”



Beautement, Sasse, Wonham

NSPW 2008

The ‘Compliance Budget’



Perceived individual cost
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Conclusions

1. Users try hard to cope with authentication, but it just compromises their productivity too 

much.

2. Users are not comfortable with breaking rules, but feel they have no choice. (Companies 

collude, but leave users with guilt.)

3. There is an increasing sense of exasperation: 

“Technology should be smarter than this!”
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Obstacle security = unproductive security



Making Security More Productive

1. Fit into individual goals and business processes, rather than creating obstacles.



Example: Security that supports user goals



Making Security More Productive

1. Fit into individual goals and business processes, rather than creating obstacles.

2. Fit to the device (keyboard vs. touch) and exploit modality and data already used 

(voice/video, cookies, etc.)

3. Before chosing a security measure, consider other business needs – what else can 

security do for the process?
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Thank You!


